Abstract
Introduction
One of the most interesting applications of ATM nowadays is in the interconnections of various LANs, running in various sites, through WAN links. A typical such a network is given in Figure 1 . ATM is commonly being used as the backbone infrastructure in such networks, due to its scalability, speed and potential fault tolerance. One of the main characteristics of these networks is that the cost of the WAN links is very high. So by increasing the network traffic we can send over these links we will certainly increase the effectiveness of the whole network. One way of doing this is to compress the data transmitted. In particular the ATM cells can be compressed and then encapsulated over a physical layer transport mechanism such as Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) or Synchronous Optical Network (SONET). In this paper we prove the effectiveness (especially in this £ Supported by a Marie Curie Research Training Grant under TMR activity 3 kind of interconnection networks) of this fairly simple but new idea and we also support the fact that this compression scheme can also be used for the much desired nowadays encryption.
The compression scheme we use is dynamic and understands ATM cell structures and it does not only use separate techniques for the header and payload, but it is one where the payload technique is both adaptive and indexed to the value found in the cell header of that cell. In this way, each VC will rapidly acquire a compression context that suits its data. For example, traffic with timing requirement and low compressibility, such as compressed video, will become transmitted with only header compression (consider that in an ATM network the header comprises for 9.4% of the overall link traffic), whereas compressible files, such as web pages and wordprocessor documents will experience good compression, but not being real time, will not have to depend on it.
This scheme can also be used for encryption of the data transmitted. As it is known the compressed data are meaningless bit streams for someone who doesn't know what the exact compression algorithm is. So by altering some parameters of our compression algorithm, we can encrypt the data in a way such that only a specific decoder can decompress and as a result decrypt them. This may be proved very important if our device is used in a WAN link were security is a critical issue.
With regards to where this compression can be done one alternative is to use an application specific compression scheme. The compression gain in this case will be the largest possible since the choice of the compression algorithm can depend on the particular type of data and we will be able to compress all 00 11 00 11 0 1 0 1   0000 0000   0000 0000   0000   1111 1111   1111 1111   1111   00000 00000   00000 00000   00000   11111 11111   11111 11111   11111  0000 0000 1111 1111   0000 0000 1111 1111  0000 0000 1111 1111   0000 0000 1111 1111  000 000 111 111  000 000 111 111 000 000 111 111 000 000 111 111
Figure 1: Typical application of our compression scheme the data at once 1 . The problem here is that the application level is almost always standardized and thus we are not able to change it so as to make the compression scheme a part of it.
Another possibility is to alter the operating system protocol stack so as to put the compression software there. This is again a problem since we have to change the protocol stack of every machine in the network, which is something that it will be difficult, may slow down the machines, and may not even be feasible since we may not have access to all the machines we send traffic to. A hardware compressor plugged into every machine would avoid the slowing down of the machines, but would otherwise have the same problems.
So a transparent and less costly solution is to compress the ATM cells hop-by-hop. In other words our compression will be done after a cell leaves the switch (or the network card) and the decompression at the receiving line interface of the next switch or card. By doing so our compression is as transparent as possible since the data entering/leaving a switch or a network card is the original uncompressed data.
This dynamic compression circuit can be placed in a box at either end of the link or integrated into a switch line card. In both cases the compression can be done by either a specific piece of software running on a processing unit or by a special purpose piece of hardware. The problem with the software compression can be clearly understood if you consider that in each ATM switch we have to decompress the ATM cells, so as to examine the header's bits and do the necessary switching, and then recompress them again.
As a result the hardware solution seems to be the 1 It is known that the larger the amount of data compressed at a given time, the better the results. reasonable approach. So a general purpose compression hardware device, like IBM's ALDC chips [IBM97] can be used. However these chips perform poorly when they are used in compressing small data items, like ATM cells, and they can't be programmed so as to use different compression algorithms for different types of traffic, for different parts of the cells or for different flows.
So instead of them we propose a hardware device designed specifically for this dynamic compression which will cost less since it would be implemented so as to be used only on an ATM link (there is no need for sophisticated interfaces) and also use some fairly simple algorithms that are particularly suitable for compressing small data items.
Related Work
Nowadays, there is a number of hardware devices for compressing network traffic. In general these devices compress traffic sent over T1/E1 links and they are used in ISDN routers so as to reduce the traffic sent from the LAN to the WAN which is attached to it. FastComm [Fa98] [Tr97] all have a hardware compression unit which can be connected to their ISDN routers and compress the traffic going through them. Their common characteristics are that they compress only the payload of the packet, they can be used for Frame Relay, PPP, or X.25 networks and they can achieve up to 300% increase in the effective bandwidth. The main differences between all these devices and ours is that we compress the traffic in a cell by cell basis, take into account the QoS issue, do the compression at a much higher speed and use multiple dictionaries instead of one 2 .
A different kind of compression device used in high speed networks was designed by MTI [MTI97] . They have implemented TriplePlay which is a device for compressing traffic on either a 10/100 Mbps Ethernet or an FDDI network (not ATM). Since this device should be plugged into every machine attached to the network it has all the drawbacks of this approach (See introduction).
Algorithm
The algorithm we use for this compression is a variation of the LZ(Lempel Ziv) algorithm [LZ78] , which is probably the most commonly used one in the various compression products.
In an encoder/decoder pair, at the two ends of the transmission media, there are two data structures which are initialized to the same known state, and they are updated in an identical fashion. The encoder does this using the cells that will be transmitted while the decoder, generates an identical stream of cells send to the destination or the next encoder, which it also uses for the update process.
The actual compression process consists of examining the cells that are ready for transmission, to identify any sequences of strings of data bytes which already exist in the encoder history. If an identical such history is available to a decoder, this matching string can be encoded and output as a 2 element string, containing a byte count and a history location. It is then possible for a decoder to reproduce this string exactly by copying it from the given location in its own history. If an incoming byte of data does not form part of a matching string, a one element string, containing this embedded value, is encoded and then transmitted to explicitly represent this byte.
A decoder performs the inverse operation by first parsing a compressed data stream in the two element strings (encoded string of more than one byte) and one element strings(encoding for just one character).
In our particular implementation different dictionaries for the different ATM flows are used. Each flow consists of all the cells with the same VPI/VCI bits. All the headers are also compressed using just one dictionary. So the header of the cell is first compressed (using the header dictionary) and then, according to the VPI/VCI bits, the corresponding dictionary for the compression of the payload is accessed. At the other end the header of the cell is first decompressed, using the header dictionary, and then by looking at the VPI/VCI bits a decision of what dictionary to use for the payload is made. The reason for using different dictionaries for different flows is that, as it is known, the more relative the data stored in a dictionary are, the better the compression ratio. With very high probability all the cells belonging to the same VP/VC, are parts of the same large unit of data. Due to hardware limitations the main prototype will support up to 4095 4KB dictionaries (for 4095 flows). The choice of the size of the dictionaries is supported in [FG89] . Whenever the first cell of a new flow enters the switch, its flow is associated with the next available dictionary. If there is none available, it uses the dictionary of one of the least recently used ones, according to some heuristics.
This algorithm can also be used for encryption since for each pair of encoders/decoders we have a specific initialization phase. By loading the dictionaries of each of these pairs with certain data in exactly the same way codebook encryption which is known to be "virtually unbreakable" [Ho96] , can be supported. However since we have also to transmit the one element strings using some other, weaker probably, algorithm our encryption will be as strong as this weaker protocol.
The reasons for using this LZ algorithm are mainly the following :
1. There are no patents for the basic algorithm.
Since both the decoder and the encoder at any
given time maintain the same dictionary, there is no need for transmitting this large piece of data from the encoder to the decoder.
3. It can be used for encryption.
In comparison with the more sophisticated LZ-78:
4. The decoding process is much faster.
5. It has an acceptable delay in making the longest possible matches.
6. It is much easier to implement in hardware.
Simulation
At first, based on our desire to see how feasible, in terms of hardware, our approach is, we have implemented a fairly simple, inexpensive and relatively slow hardware device for doing this compression on line [Pa98] . Since it was proved that there were not any real-time problems that couldn't be solved we decided to move to the implementation of the actual (capable of running at link speeds of at least 155Mbps) device. But before implementing this device we have simulated it using an ATM simulator which was adopted so as to simulate our compression protocol. The NIST ATM Network Simulator was used as the basis[NIST97]. The most important advantage of this simulator is that it has some specific components for dealing with IP traffic transmitted over ATM. These components were used for loading the simulator with real IP traffic.
The basic scenario used in the simulation was the following: There were 4 different IP sources, sending data at an average rate of 35 Mbps each and these data were routed through the same port of an ATM switch. This port was connected to our compression unit and our measurements were taken at the output of this unit.
The data loaded to the simulator were collected using tcpdump [Tcd87] from an FDDI ring, which connects four 8-port 10Mbps Ethernet Switches in the LAN at the Cambridge University Computer Laboratory, and from an SDDI ring which is the backbone which interconnects all the different sites at the University of Cambridge network. Since the latter network is the backbone which interconnects different LANs and it is used by 10000 people with a variety of backgrounds and ages, its data can probably be described as representative ones. Moreover because a lot of these users are computer educated, perhaps they represent the next generation of Internet users (the one that will use the Net from everything from banking services to elect its political leader).
These data were suitably parsed and loaded to our ATM network. A particular characteristic of this parsing is that each TCP flow is associated with a different VP/VC flow 3 .
In order to have as general results as possible, large amounts of a wide range of data types were collected. These results can be found in Table 1 and Table 2 .
Since the majority of the traffic in a LAN is IP traffic it can easily be derived from Table 1 that the effective bandwidth of such a LAN using ATM can be increased by at least 2.5 times. Since these are real data from a typical LAN and there were a lot of traces taken at different times, it seems plausible that the 3 As it is know currently LANE doesn't do this but there are plenty of other schemes that they do it. results are applicable for any general purpose LAN.
The reason that such a high compression ratio was achieved is that the majority of the traffic was not previously compressed. So in the case of the TCP traces there was a lot of Xwindows traffic, a lot of rlogin traffic, a considerable amount of http traffic, and just a small amount of (pre-compressed mainly) ftp traffic. The UDP traces consist mainly of NFS traffic. At last the IP traces consist of UDP and TCP traffic, of course. This mixture of traffic is, we think, a representative one for LANs.
In particular in the case that IP traffic is routed over ATM a particular advantage of our scheme is that it reduces considerably the so-called cell tax 4 . Since this cell tax is considered one of the main drawbacks of all the schemes that route IP over ATM this reduction will be particularly useful. Our scheme can achieve this reduction due to the following fact: If we use AAL 5 for routing the IP traffic over an ATM network all the cells that correspond to the same AAL 5 frame will have the same header. So every header (except the one of the first cell) will result in a 5 byte match in our algorithm. So this match will result in encoding these 5 bytes to just 2. So instead of having to submit 5 bytes of overhead data per cell, only 2 bytes will be transmitted. Moreover there is an even more effective scheme for this kind of traffic which is proposed in the Further Work section.
As it can also be derived from the data of Table 2 , our device can also be used in WANs. Since the most interesting WAN nowadays is certainly the Internet, the non-local http (and maybe the ftp) traces are certainly the ones that someone has to focus to. For http traffic we have a compression ratio of at least 0.66. This is absolutely reasonable since according to the statistics of Princeton University[Prin98], almost 50% of the Internet traffic consists of non-compressible data(they are already compressed). By adding the results of compressing the 50% non-previously compressed data, and the results of the header compression you come up with the 66% compression ratio. When applied to ftp traffic our device can achieve up to 0.83 compression ratio. The reason that our algorithm can't perform well for ftp traffic is that this kind of traffic is almost always pre-compressed. The compression gain in this case comes only from the header compression, and the compression of the administrative messages which are non-precompressed. Eventhough the compression ratio in the case of WAN traffic is not as good as it is for LANs, our device will also increase significantly the performance of the WANs. The main reason is that in this kind of networks the cost of the links dominates by far the cost of the entire network. So even this limited increase in the effective bandwidth of the links can result in significant reduction of the cost of the whole network. If you also add the fact that this scheme can be used for the much desired nowadays encryption of the traffic, you can understand why it will be particularly useful in an ATM WAN.
But the kind of networks that would be perfect for applying this compression scheme to, will be, as we have already mentioned, the LAN interconnection networks over WANs (See Figure 1) . In these networks the high compression ratio of the LAN traffic 5 , and the high cost of the WAN links are combined. So our compression scheme will be much more effective there. So in such a network someone will be able to send 155Mbps of data over a 50Mbps leased WAN link, at the additional cost of a couple of our inexpensive devices. Since the cost of the WAN bandwidth is extremely high nowadays, our device would be very useful.
A last remark for the data of Tables 1 and 2 is that there is a variation in the compression ratios of even the same kind of traffic. The reasons for that are mainly the following :
In some cases we have more pre-compressed traffic than is some others. Consider the difference between downloading only gif files from a web site (everything is compressed), with the downloading of text versions of newspapers.
The size of the TCP/UDP flows in some cases is smaller than in some others. Consider the difference between downloading a 1MB file from a web site, with the web-surfing of 30 different web-sites looking for some information. Since the smaller the size the lower the compression ratio, the size of the flows can probably result in this variation.
Buffer requirements
A specific characteristic of the compressed traffic is that it is more bursty than the original one. So a critical issue is the necessary buffer space for dealing with the peaks introduced by the compression. As it can be seen in Figure 2 , where we have a plot of the necessary buffer size against the actual link speed, the necessary buffer size is not prohibited large 6 . At first we see that the higher the speed of the link the less the buffer space needed, of course. Then it can be derived that with a buffer size of 13000 cells we can 5 Consider that what we define as LAN traffic here is mainly this interconnection LAN traffic since the network from which we collected our traces is such a network 6 The data used in this measurement consisted of the non-local http traffic in the University of Cambridge network. We chose to demonstrate the results of the http traces throughout this paper since these trigger the worst case scenario for our scheme (e.g. The other traces gave us better results with respect to all the issues discussed ). take the full advantage of the compression scheme.
However even in the case that there is only a 5000 cells buffer available the bandwidth neeeded would be 98Mbps or in other words just 64% of the one needed if our compression scheme was not used. Moreover our measurements in the case of general IP traffic (LAN, LAN interconnection scenarios) showed that the buffer space needed was about 20% less than the one demonstrated in Figure 2 . In other words it seems like the buffer space is a non-critical issue in terms of the hardware implementation.
Cell delay
Eventhough the buffer space is not a critical issue for the hardware implementation it may be an important issue when we come to the delay the cells suffer due to our compression scheme. Of course this delay depends on the actual buffer size which according to the last paragraph depends on the actual link speed (We assume here that there would be no cell-loss due to our compression scheme).
In Figure 3 we have a graph of the delays of the cells for different link speeds. The buffer size in all these cases is the smallest needed so as to have a cellloss rate of absolute 0. As it can be seen there, in the vast majority of the cases, all the cells suffer a Even in the case of using just 5% more than the minimum bandwidth required (which in this case is 93Mbps according to the last section), the majority of the cells suffers a delay of less than 1 ms which is certainly not a problem for non real time data. Of course the faster the channel the smaller the delay the cells suffer.
delay which is within the acceptable limits of the delay that a typical TCP connection can handle (before it starts timeout), since it is less than 1ms. So from this figure can be derived that by taking advantage of the 95% of the compression gain and in the case that real-time data like audio or video are not routed over the network, there will not be any problem with regards to the delay of the cells. Since this real-time traffic has low compressibility (if any) and very high timing requirements we decided that the payloads of the cells of the VCs that correspond to this kind of traffic should bypass the compression device. The decompression scheme will also be aware that the payloads of these cells are not compressed and so they should bypass the decompression unit as well. Consider here that since all the cells of these VCs will bypass our compression/decompression units there is no need to take into account the problem of the out of order arrival of them. In fact, by sending these cells over the bypass path we will give them more priority over the other traffic (ABR) which is something that everybody is doing nowadays. Consider also that even for these cells the bandwidth needed will be reduced since their headers will be compressed.
Performance of the different TCP flows
As it can be seen in Figure 4 where there is a graph of the speedup ratio 7 against the percentage of the flows gain this speedup, the vast majority of the TCP flows takes advantage of our compression scheme. In particular for the largest number of them the speedup is very close to the average speedup ratio of the whole trace 8 . Of course there is a limited number of flows that suffers a decrease in their transmission speed (e.g. the ones that correspond to a speedup of less than 1). These flows are either small ones that when they arrive at our device they find an either empty dictionary or a dictionary with irrelevant information stored in, or flows that include some compressed data (for example data from a web site which has only gifs). These flows suffer this decrease due to the fact that eventhough they can't be efficiently compressed they suffer the queuing delay of the scheme. Speedup less than 1 means that these TCP flows were delayed.
Since the average compression ratio is 0.6, the average speedup
Error Recovery
Eventhough in the state-of-the art communication media the probability of a transmission error is extremely small, it exists and so our compression scheme should be capable of recovering from such an error. Consider that after such an error the dictionaries of the encoder and the decoder are not at the same
The average speedup ratio is equal to the inverse of the compression ratio of this trace.
state, and so all the future traffic can be corrupted. In order to avoid this the following trick, which was first described by J. Storer [Sto88] , is used: Instead of using just one dictionary two are used; the primary and the secondary. When the primary dictionary fills, insertions are made in the secondary one, while the encoding continues based on the contents of the primary dictionary. Whenever the secondary dictionary fills the roles of the dictionaries are swapped and the new secondary dictionary is reset. As a result if there was an error in the data stored in this dictionary, this can not corrupt the traffic anymore. Due to the fact that the transmission errors are very rare in the state-of-the-art optical ATM networks and that at these speeds our 4KB dictionaries are reset very frequently, the percentage of the traffic which will be corrupted due to our compression is a negligible part of the overall one.
Using our scheme with IP routers
As can be easily derived from the description of our algorithm, our scheme can also be used for routing pure IP traffic in the new Gigabit IP networks. In particular it will be more effective in the case of pure IP traffic since the packets there are much longer than the ATM cells and so our algorithm will compress them better. According to some first (naive) results the compression ratio is increased by approximately 6% in the average case. The reason that we chose the ATM networks for our investigations is mainly that in these networks the QoS issue is much more clearly defined and much more studied than in the case of the IP ones. So since we are very interested in this issue the ATM networks seem our physical environment.
In general our scheme can probably increase the effectiveness of every network where the traffic comprises mainly of uncompressed data and the compression ratio will be proportional to the size of the basic packet used in this network.
Further work
One of the biggest problems in a network which will use this compression scheme is the problem of resource allocation. The reason is that when a number of ATM virtual circuits are transmitted over a single physical channel with compression the performance of the channel is far less predictable than for an uncompressed channel, especially with respect to the QoS cross-talk between virtual circuits.
The sources of unpredictability for a given VC are:
1. The compression factor for the data on that VC is not necessarily known and hence the transmission delay is not necessarily known, introducing jitter.
2. The boundaries for transmitting a cell are no longer regular, since after compression, cells will typically be variable length, introducing jitter.
3. In the case the compression context table used for one stream is shared with other streams (not enough tables), the compressibility of the given VC may vary with the content of the other streams.
All these problems should be addressed so as to offer given QoS over the link.
In order to solve this problem we will first measure the byte entropy of the data arriving at the policing point of the network and according to this measurement we will try to guess what the compression ratio of each flow will be. Since in general the compression ratio depends on the entropy of the data compressed, we think that these measurements will give us a good estimation of the actual compression ratio. Then we will try to adopt the typical algorithms for providing given QoS over the link, based on this estimation of the compressibility of the different flows.
We will also investigate an alternative way of compressing the ATM streams. So before we actually transmit them we will try to collect all the cells that have the same header, remove all the headers except the first one and form a long packet. Then and before we actually transmit this long packet we will apply our algorithm on it. Because the compression ratio grows with the size of the piece of data on which our algorithm is applied, this concatenation will result in higher ratios. Consider also that by just removing the headers of the cells, we will have a compression ratio of :
ÝØ × Ó Ö ÝØ × Ó ÐÐ ¿ 9.4% for all the cells of the long packet, except one. This will also mean that we will be able to eliminate the cell tax.
Conclusions
As it can be exported from our results our compression scheme is particularly useful in LANs. There is probably no reason for the traffic of the LAN at the University of Cambridge, from which we took our traces, to be much different from the one of a typical LAN. So by using our compression scheme we will increase the bandwidth of a typical ATM LAN by at least 250%. Due to the fact that this increase comes at a minimum additional cost (the cost of a pair of our inexpensive hardware chips per link) and with no bad side effects our scheme will be very attractive to any LAN provider or operator.
This scheme is also useful in WANs. The first reason is that, as it can also be exported from our results, the effective bandwidth of such a network can be increased by about 30% at a minimum additional cost and without any side effects, again. This increase is particularly important in the case of WANs since the cost of the link bandwidth in such a network dominates by far the cost of the whole network. In addition to that, the encryption capabilities of our scheme will probably be of great interest for the WAN operators.
But the kind of networks that would be perfect for applying this compression scheme to, will be the LAN interconnection networks over WANs. In these networks the increase in the effective bandwidth of the expensive WAN links will be equal to that of a typical LAN (e.g. at least 250%), since the traffic sent over these WAN links will be mainly LAN traffic. So our compression scheme will be extremely effective there.
